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\olu Adams Chos^Tvice-President—Omission
of Name From Ballot of Junior Representatives Nullify's Monday's Election—New
Election To Take Place In Near Future
To Decide Vacant Junior Seats
Lucile Jack Women's President

Mary Gardner Elected Vice-Pi-esideiiTStudent (iovcrnment — Angela LVErrico Secretary-Treasurer — Close
Vote in Contest for Some Offi.-os—(ieneral
Satisfaction with New Election System
Robert B. Swett, '33, of Newton Center, Mass., was efeteted Pre*
ident of Student Council during General College Election*, Monday.
Arnold Adams, .« was returned us \Tice-president. Due to a error
in printing the ballot., all Junior candidates, including the office
ol becretary-Treasujjer, will bo re-voted on in a subsequent auxiliary
election to take place in the near future.
Lucile C. Jack, '33, of Lisbon Falls, was the successful candidate
for the presidency of Women's student Government with Mary
Gardner, '34 as Vice-president and Angela D'Errico, '34. as SecretaI y-Treasuror.
Lucile C. Jack, prominent member
of the class of '33. wan elected pres1 lo.it of the women's Student Gov rnmer.t Board in the general .college
eli'tiona
held
Monday.
Mary R.
C,a: lnes is vlce-pre.eder.t ard Angela
D'Errico. secretary-treasurer;
both
are members of the sophomore class.
Junior r:py t .:.
»e for next year
ha Patricia Abbott. Cr.'hot-in e G. Condon and Jean H. Murray
will
be
sophomore reprt .en!
iv?s. The following bonne seniors were ek't I:
Deborah Thompson, Chaos Hot: e;
Evelyn Rolfe.
I'rya Street
House, i
melon Hamlin. Hacker House: Mirjorie Goodhout.
Millikta
Hoi e;
Barbara Stuart, Whitt.ier House.
Lucile Jack, 'S3, laughter of Mr.
end Mrs. L. A. Jack. Lisbon Falis,
BBS been active in various phases of
college life during her thre^ years at
iiuii i. She v,use vCe-prcsidem of the
junior cfcUBS, junior representative on
the Student
Government board,
a
member of tlie women'" politics club
for two yean? and a member of the
tnm'am m council. She has served
on dance committees of the claae and
wai- a$SO el pU 1 -'". retary of the pub-{
liaibJBdE
S ' ■• ..-i'-'v.::
la ho generalel< tion thi.s year. She is majoring

Lucile Jack
President
of h'dory and
in ths (!:pr ms:it
government.
Marv Gardner '34
has
the distinction of holding the office of elaoa
vice-president tor three- consecutive
years. She ha* also been on the Student Government Board two Fears,
:md Ee a member of the A let hea club.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William
R. Gardner.
Wat?-rtown,

Mara.
Angela D'Errico, the new secretary
of the Student
Government Board
was a member of the Board
th-s
year ar.'.l is al-o a member of th.'
Alethea club. Ccemcn club, and her
activities afteo ta'-lwte leadership in
I'nited Baptist Church.
Her home
is in Worcester, Mass.
Evelyn Rofe. will be Frye Street
House senior. She is a member of
Der Dsutsche
Verein.
Delta
Phi
Alpha. Y. W. C. A. cabinet, glee club
ar.d the heders club.
etecited
Catherine Condon
was
to the
ophomere
repro.er.ta'dve
wnmen's governing board.
From the viewpoint
of
Student
Government, the method of general
elections ha.j proved very
successfol. a fa-tor which will doubtlessly
aid .in
the
conduction
of shutter
elections in th2 future.
In the general election on Monday
the men of the college elected out of
MUX'S I'OI.ITICS CLt'B
Th° results of the vote for officers
in the Mem'a Politics
Club are
as
follow.: VlTKent Bslleau. '33, President:
Bertram Antine, '33, Vicepresident; John Roche. '33 Secret2.ry--rrcasu.rer.
This
organization,
which this year has presented an Interesting series of programs,
ana
sponsored a novel and valuable model
disarmament conference, is one at
the most active of campus clubs, and
to offices are held in honor. Mr. Bei'eau succeeds Norman, .McDonald St
<"* president of the organization.

a large field of candidates, Robert
B. Swett for president of Student
Commit and Arnold Adams, vice-president. The president, Robert Swett
of Xewton Center, Mass., has been a
member of the council
for
three
year.?, hea been president
of
his

Women to Debate
Censorship Topic
On Thursday evening March 24th.
a team of Hates women will discuss
the censorship
of books,
movies,
magazines, and plays with
representatives of the University of Vermont in the Little
Theatre.
The
negative of this question
will be
upheld
by Rebecca
Carter.
"33,
Helen Hamlin, '33, and Edith Lerrigo '32.
This debate has been arranged in
return for the visit which a team
of Bates women made to the University of Vermont last year. Miss
Carter and
Miss Lerrigo
will be
meeting a Vermont
team for
the
second time in their forensic
carreers. This is to be Miss Hamlin's
first appearance in
intercollegiate
debating. She was one of the individual winners of last year's Sophomore Prize Debates and has been a
valuable
member
of the
varsity
squad since that time.
The debate is under the management of Margaret Perkins '35.

RECAPITULATION'
For All College
Pctp.
8403
899
808

(Women)
Freshmen Voting

934

Sophomores Voting .

914

.Juniors Voting
Seniors Voting

871
865

Sophomores Voting
Freshmen Voting

885
854

.Juniors Voting
Seniors Voting

827
609
BY CLASSES
(General Average)

Sophomore
Freshmen
•Junior
Senior
Special Students

896
883
846
727
500
VOTES CAST

670
563

Burati. Dustin. and Lulunteaux Head Retiring
Administration—Musgrave Managing Editor—
Latham Business Manager—Editor To Continue
Policies Of This Year's Student Staff
Clive Knowles '33. of Knxbiirv. Mass.. has been selected Editor! in-Chief of the Bates Student for the year 1932-33, and in accordance
with the rules of the Publishing Association has chosen his staff of
departmental heads. The new editor was named at a recent meeting
of the Board of Directors of the Publishing Association.
Basiness Head Experienced
Heads of Departments
Latham, the new Eta uw - ManaKnowing selected
the
following
!. 'i an »--'■ ta.nl in the
students to serve as
heads of the ger, '..
A ; irtment for the past two yjars,
departments:
Managing
Editor
- .'ill acquainted with the
Thomas Musgrave "34. West Me-dford.
Ma?-.; Bustoeea Manager—Arthur J. duties of the position, pie la also a
in I has
Latham
'33.
E.lgswood,
R.
I..; memo r of the coll g< be

Genera! College Average for Voting 84 per cent
—563 Students Participate—System Lacks
Perfection, but Proves Worth—Women
Out-vote Men

Bond, Loomerto
Head Religious
Interests of Men

Dean Mathews In Chase Lecture
Pleases Large Chapel Audience

Internationally Known Scholar Discusses Con- work ^a
temporary Fiction and Morals—Says Novels
Are Criteria of Our Era

!5 "Si 55«5

climax arrives
as a clinch! (It doesn't
romance, seems
more
C

like

like
exer-

'The crux of the lecture,
the relation between literature and morals
was reached in the last
classification—novels
dealing
with
youth
written by youth.
Dean
Mathews
related the incident of the Princeton fellow leaving college,
going
out on a pattern of self-expression.
Continued on Page 8, Col. O

pol'.lng
procedure fnrrte.1
by the
Student C.ov.-ning bodies c-.rller in
the year following original pro :t: ition a:'.;l editorial
recommendation
of the system by The Bates S • I n
The opening of the olectlon took
;
■'i
:i
)i :>. i
during a Student
\
miiiv when (iflraws M■■•. Donald,
'.;_', an 1 Kat4 Hall, '32. augmented
by W .:.; from Randolph Weather'ie;-. ".12, pro.iJing officer, expiain. 1
he procedure of the elaetion. Norn IE D.\Ta: o, '34, played two violh • olos du.ring the cha.pe! program.
Immi.iic:'-cJy
follow'ng
chapel.
■nd continuing until 4.30 o'clock in

h? aftemooa, the polls wars

open

indrr the supervision
of
Student
''ouncil and Student Government
-nembetv, all of whom took part in
becking during the lay.
Some
unforeseen
compllcatior.;,
irose
during
the cour;e
of the
tion, ranch a- the om!?sion
of
tamp! from the ballot due to o-rcrs
n printing, and due to the hurry OT
m'.ur.ler.staf.ling of<ehU93 and organzation officers in transmitting the**
Kete of nominees
to the Student
Council under whose i'~: tion
the
ballots were prepared. However, it

a f-i. that thcee anago in the ;•■'. lure .should offer no severe drawback for the
continuance
of the
'ystem,
but that they may
he
moothened out on the bara'.s of this
v.ar's experience.
Bi -. •• -al
faculty
me.mbens,
who
•ame to the polling place to watch
the proceeding.s, remarked that the
I
m of voting as proposed by The
Stud3nt, and put into effect by Stui-nt Counc'l and Government was
excellent training in civic duty aud j
cltlsenahip.
|

Thomas Musgrave
General New.' E liter—Frank M
'34, Auburn. Maine; Sport; Kditi r
Vin.-ent Beileau '33, Auburn, Maitie;
'.
KPtcr—Elinor Williimn
'33. Worce i*.er, M.i..=.; Debate 1" ! '
H
n Ash? '33, Groveton. N. H.:
In'er ■oilegii.te Editor
Mil In I Hoi:
'33.
Portiani.
Mnin,-;
Women's Athletic
Editor—.Dorothy
O'H&ra '33, Lew'raton, .Maine.
The new staff will publish their
Brst i. ;ue April 13. There wil. be
no radical change In .pnllcy. Kn iwlfs
having announced that he will contintie the principles of the outgoing
,.,ff
staff.
The new editor, who in pre id. ll
of th3 Ccamoa c'.ub and \'i- -p-r: ident of the Y. M. C. A., has bean a
member of the Student ctaff since
the beginning of his .iophomore j
He-su- ads Valery Burati. '32.
Managing Editor a Sophomore
Thomas Mia-grava sue eeds Elden
Duetin '32. as head of the managing
department. The fact that he is a

member

of the

Clive Knowles
h.n . ■ ;■ Uvlly active in the affains
of the Bates Outing Club. The retiring Hu-iii.
■; ■
Robert LaHoy aux '32.
Murray la News Editor
Frank Murray, var i'y debater, is
G D" al Nev,
]•: !
;]<.-• new
'aff. u? ha bi a a Student reporter
for the pa : year, and was president
of his r).,^ hi- freshmw y I r. Like
Mungrave, he : a Bophomore.
Murray he
b en vrry
prominent
a
tier, lie :s one of those who
help 1 to win for Bates th
K
n
Intercollegiate Debating League, and
h_i- part:; ip.iti 1 in a large number
of forensic
on .-.!!■ p
: : a oa
th<- Student i t: ff wea he! 1 by William
Dunham, '?,'!.

sophomore

makes his appointment a little unusual, but he has been very active
in the affa''r.< of the Student luring
the past year, having worked in both
the sports and
managing
departments. He is a participant in many
class activities although
e.pe iai'y
Interested in journalism.

BATES DEFEATS LAFAYETTE
AND YALE TO EARN VICTORY
IN EASTERN DEBATE LEAGUE
By PRANK MLRRAY
For the second time in three years
Bates has earned the championship

perience and ability. He pointed out ;
briefly and clearly the obvious fail- j
higs of the present system of pro-

Belleau Get*
Vincent Bell.
k
Mann '3 2,
leau. I'r '1.
is manager
For the part,
bean an a -;#v
dent staff. _
1
with.
I'./r WUIIINI BoHUWS
I.
Seamon. '34. of Lewiston;. and an. hjrm'.e.s as compared
Elinor/^rt'i'.r.am-*
la
'he
new
Randolph
A. Weatherbee '32,
of wh«ikey and .rum.
Harrison Grenleaf, opening
the' Women'/flditor. She is now serving
Lincoln; successfully opposed the.
resolution that
the Volstead
Act , case for Bate3, gave what was on- her thie year as a m-mher of the
taff, Jt.l is Pre.-ident of the Alethe
shou'd be amended to permit the; doubteddy the best piece of work in
In a positive, Club 7i:d a memb-r of the Petite
?ale of light wines a.nd beers. Two his debating ca.reer.
nights later the Fame resolution was forceful manner he pointed out the Aca.JRnie.
She succeeds
Dorothy
ably defended by Norman MacDonald deficiencies of the Lafayette case and Fug-. '3 2.
'32 of Fall River. Maes.; Lawrence outlined
the obvious duty
of the
"file new debating ed tor ts Ii9.en
C
Parker
'3 2, of Auburn;
and affirmative in a way thai went far ifrae. She has been a m'mber of the
toward
winn
F-ank S Murray '34, of Auburn:
winning the 'decision
for .>iitoria! department of the Student
who"spoke 'in*'the' law auditorium of Bates.
Seamon.
speaking .-■> 11: 1.
two years, and has been a
Yale University The decisions were i likewise did a masterly job in seeing parti ipant in the various activities
the
opposing
case
as
a
whole
an*!
of
her
da
s. Shirley Cave, o2,
3-0 and
2-1
respectively.
These
victories bring thks year's
total to demonstrating the weak points, ty the retiring forensic editor.
evidence
Marv Hoag. "12. th? preaent Intereleven with no defeats to mar the an abundance of factual
well organized and well presented! collegiate Editor, will be replaced by
Auburn co-eds only,
record.
I-rafayet.te has a debating reputa- he very effectually set the negative Mildred Hollywood. Mirn Hollywood
KAMSDKLL BCD MM
Mta Helen Parker, '33, of Brook-: tion of no mean proportions, so it case far out ahead. Weatherbfe did ha.- B v-d on tbeetaS for two years.
lyn. New York, was elected to the i was a fairly large audience that his usual fine work in collecting and; and is a member of the Alethea and
presidency
of
Ramsdell Scientific gathered to hear them uphold light analyzing all the loose points and In I Spofford clubs.
Dorothy O'Hara will take the place
When he
Society, which is the women's scien-1 wines and beers against three of weighing the two cases.
of Althea Howe. '3 2, the
present
title club. Mi>:s Parker is also a mem-' the best debaters that Bates can had finished, the margin of superiber of Der Deutsche Verein. Other i furnish. Walter Niehoff.
the
first | ority of the Bates argument was un- Women's Athletic Editor. The new
Athletic Editor for the women has
officeis of Ramsdell are: Vice-pres- speaker for the Pennsylvania imsti- dou.^te'^the editorial
The audience entered with con- been a member of
ident. Marg. .
£ 'ibins, '34; Sec-! tu.tion, opened the case for the
retary-treasttrer,
Beatrice Dumate, negative with an ease and brilliance siderable enthusiasm int the open department of the Student for two
years.
Continued on Page 3, Col. •*
•33.
which marked him as a man of ex-

SZZ2S"-. P^:! Ben,rd} Lo^f '3r -S^:ryi

ErK=> a- fe.—*^ - SK£ ssj-uas »s™

''C'hewin* Gnib WMratnw" .
His first division is into "Chewing

»2

New Staff To Issue April 13

(Men)

The annual Sophomore Hop. always one
of
the
most
colorful
events of the season, was held last
Saturday evening.
March 19,
in
Chase Hall.
This year, under the
Th? Genc.r.-i College E'.e.tion.i, on
management of the class of 1934.
Moi,"'y,
an innovation
in
Ea*':
the dance was an unusual success.
"ampt1 politics, although faulty to
The hall was done in blue and sili tight extant in procedure, affirmed
ver to represent an evening scene.
if . - a system .to be continued.
Silver stars
were hung
from
a enlarged ini e"ope, and perfected in
lattice work of blue crepe
paper
fut
y irs. The general college
with novel effect. Blue crepe paper H '
EOT voti.iK waa slightly more
curtains, neld hack by large silver
than 84 aor cent., a. agora com menstars, were at the windows. Dimmed rorate with the mo-» optimii-.-tic exlights and the crystal
ball in the
pectations.
Robert. B. Swett
center carried out the illusion.
1 ncii fomned "in front of the voting
President
The College Inn
Orchestra
of booth' a few mtnntKc aater chapel
New
Hampshire
furnished
the
muMonday, and during the early hours.
class, served on
Chase Hall
comp.Uing
plaea
mittee, and has been prominent
in sic. This was the first appearance of; J'h'e official at ,„*
that
particular
orchestra
at
Bates
'
handing
ere
kept
busy
(.heck|ng.
tithleti is, playing r.>-.tba'.l. hn-.key,
and in unanimous opinion marked out. and receiving ballots. Occasionand baseball.
waltzes a!y. .during the day. the voting wa.s
The vke-pres.'dent, Arnold Adams it a successful one. Their
were especially heavy, and lines had to wait, but
of Worcester, HDei .=., ban -served on and slow numbers
generally the VOtars came in small
the Student Council ar I is an out- good.
The class of '34 should
be con- groups. Women of ail olamoa, and
atan ling New England parformrr in
gratulated
not
only
for
a
successful
: - :i whole, out-voted the men. Out
track. Last spring hs won the New
for the choice of of a tota.'. eligible votens' list of 670
England intercollegiate quarter-mile dance, but also
favors,
no
less
a
part
of
the
event
j
names, 5K3 otudentB availed themchampionship in a isenaaAinnal
vicives of trying out the new sy.-tem.
tory, and h-.i also provcl
as pro- as a whole. These were small pewter
vanity
cases
for
the
dresser
with
the
Other
interesting otattetiCS a.re givficient in indoor running ih'.i past
figures
of
a
man
and
a
woman
dancj
ing
elsewhere on this page.
winter secGon.
It was evident from the stiirt r.f
Due to a clecAca.1 error, the name lag, on the top.
studente,
One
of
the
novelty
features, the voting that officials,
of Julius
Lombard!
wa>?
omit: d
from the I'st of Junior
nomnee^. which rather reminded one that it j and faculty onlooker-, took immediate
after all,
was the! interest in the miniature municipal
thereby nullifying the vote taken for was leap year
Junior
delegates,
and
e© r-tury- escorts for the men as well as the
treasurer, to the Council
Monday. women, to the receiving line.
The guests of the evening were I
Rob-Tt Fitterman. acting wilhin his
right*, prottnted
the
election
of President and Mrs. Gray; Mr. and
Mrs.
Harry W. Rowe; Mr. and Mrs.
Junior d?legates until Lombard' had
Dean
Clark; !
been given a fair trial' at the polls. | C. Ray Thompson;
M. Robinson ;i
After
cor.su'.iitiirinn
in a
hu'Tle I Professor Grosvenor
and
Mr.
meeting the Student Couni'il decided Miss Kathleen Sanders;
'
!
to cancel the vote
taken Monday, Leslie Spinks.
The committee in charge includ:u 1 to have another election to deed:
Almus M. Thorp,
chairman; I
cile the disputed point.
Ruth A. Bow-1
Herbert
Berry
of
Watertown. Francis G. O'Neil;
The p "ing far the Y. M. C. A.
M.i ■•■■.. and Henry LaVallf? of P.i lie- man: John C. Rugg; ard Millicent Cabinet held Monday, March 21 at
E.
Paige.
Chase
Hall, re ;ulted in the followContinued on I'ace 4, Col 5
ing elections: Proairleat,
Lttie
D.
Bond "33 of Bloom,-,burg. Pa.: Vicepresident. Bernard Loomer '34
of
Belmont, ME. s.; Secretary. Willai J
J. Rand. Jr. '34 of North Ar.son,.Me.;
Chaw Hall Committee,
Robert B.
Swett '33 of Newton Center, Ma. s.
Bond,
being active in Y.
■
zr;—
_,
Kon.i, besVles
i
member of the Cosmos
PhiUHellenic Club, and
Deutscher Verein. Loomer has been
prominent in local campus religious
work, and served on the Garnet Key
last f.'.11. Rand has figured in deBy HELEN ASHE
I Gum Literatur
"In the
good
old
days
when j ercise
Maine was populated with Baptists as its f
and Republicans, we were not al- detective
lowed to read novels." In this light, tellect
humorous strain Shailer
MathawaJ them.
Dean of the Divinity School of the ial. b
University of Chicago
opened
his keep t
Contemporary
Fiction ! self-sarca.
lecture
on
Morals".
This; this lecture gleam and sparkle like Clive Knowles '33,
and
Contemporary
U
e
lecture, which
Harry Kemp 33, Treasurer,
Ch
"^l!e aaco'nd 07tTe%eo7ge~Cofby i anna~lUerature, a
The incoming board will underthe take their new duties a.fter the Easter
as his literature of Romance,
Chase lectures of this seasoi
third division.
The query
of the vacation.
Just as we judge the Greeks
older generation at present
is, "I
:o:
—
their civilization, culture and moral
wonder where
youth gets
its roLAMBDA ALPHA
standing through
the
works
of mance to-day." Doubtlessly from the
Lambda Alpha,
the
town girls'
Aeschylus, so will this m°<\Z nZ
wild west picture
with
"its wide club chose Mary O'Neil as its presbe judged by the worka of the HOTopen spaces, its big he-man with a ident. Miriam Wheeler. '34, is viceelists; for it is through the novel big hat and he standing beside an
that points of view and the public intelligent looking horse, the bad. president, Barbara Leadbetter, '35,
••3 secretary, and Phyllis Gilman, '34,
opinions are reproduced.
* urtherbad villain and the wee ll
is treasurer. Mi;.; O'Neil is one of
more the study of various types ot
and
iniquity
is
ine."
All the bad
the most popular members
of her
novels depicts
not only the
and the great cases, and represents the Lewiston-

SiCal

fg

GENERAL COLLEGE ELECTION j
Night Sky Motif,
AFFIRMS VALUE—INNOVATES
Favors, and Good
EFFICIENT VOTING SYSTEM
Band at Soph Hop

the period. In brief, this was the
central theme
of Dean
Mathews'
lecture. One might gather
that Jt
was heavy, dull and profound, that
of a competent literary critic.
The
following division of literature decidedly belies that supposition, for
his classification is quite out of the
ordinary, reminding one of the Stephen Leacock sparkle
and whim-

=!

New Editor Chooses Frank Murray, News Editor;
Elinor Williams. Women's News; Vincent
Beileau. Sports; Helen Ashe, Debate Editor; Mildred Hollywood, Intercollegiate Editor

BY CLASSES

Total Eligible
Total Votes Cast

— E

KN0WLES 'STUDENT' EDITOR
FOR COMING YEAR; LATHAM
AND MUSGRAVE ASSISTANTS

STATISTICS ON THE ELECTION

General College Average
Women Voting
Men Voting

™ § .a £m
CO cm .

m

COMMLMOX SERVICE

The Council
on Religion
Is
por-sotiBg an Easter communion
service which will be held In the
chapel at !>:4."S, on the evening of
Thursday, "March 24. Dr. Knvborn
Zerby will conduct the brief simple sen-ice. College
people are
Urged »o attend.
The service is being held late
in the evening eo that it will in
no way interfere with the HatesVermont debate.

fv-

teas

pi. I 3 3 EN CENTS

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY. MARCH 23, 1932

SWETT ELECTED PRESIDENT
STUDENT COUNCIL—JUNIOR
DELEGATES VOTEPROTESTED

*

\V*
PAGE TWO

THE BATES STL'DKNT, WEDNESDAY, MARCH, 23, 1932

Statistician Views Faculty
and Pleads for Efficiency

3. More cooperation of clubs with.Student Council: strict compliance with Council's instructions; lists of nominees and eligible
voters to be typewritten, as asked for.
4. Accurate proof reading of printed ballots; re-submission of
proofs to organization involved for corrections and approval.
suggestion—why not harness him to
By ROSAMOND NICHOLS
•I. Printed, lined forms for ease in tabulating votes; addinga generator to supply the electricity
machine to be borrowed for ease in counting long votes.
With the college struggling so to the girls' dormitories?
6.
Checker's
lists
ttt
be
corrected
one
week
before
election
with
nobly to fulfill the five-year plan—
EDITOR - IN - CHIEF
In this instance,
he might get
authentic office records; checkers" lists to be lined so that, the wrong
Valery Burati, "32
pardon us, that was Stalin's—we some aid from Bobby Berkelmun.
(Tel. 1056)
mean the ten year plan, it seems too Bobby , site on his desk on the
name will not be checked.
Publishing Office Tel. 4490
By MARY HOAG
bad that so mu;h energy on campus average of 25 minutes per period and
7. Accurate and continued publicity in The Bates Student.
BUSINESS MANAGER
MANAGING EDITOR
should go to waste through neglect BWinga Iris leg. At the rate of 25
Robert LaBoyteauz, 32
Kldtn H. DuBtin, '32
8.
Checkers
not
to
be
absent
from
their
posts;
a
posted
timeEvidently
Bates
isn't
the
only
col(Tel. 83364)
to apply the law of conservation of swings a minute we have 625 os(Tel. 1382)
lege where culture is needed. The energy to some of our professors in cillations per period. Harnessed to
schedule for all checkers.
Women's Editor
General News Editor
co-eds
at
the
U.
of
M.
claim
that
Dorothy Fuge, '32
their conduction of classes.
This the same power plant, these two
!). Strict supervision id' ballot-box.
William Duoham, '32
the men there have terrible man- deplorable lack of efficiency should professors ought to cut down the
(Tel. 82117)
(Tel. 8*121)
Debate
Editor
ners.
They
suggest
that
copies
of
Sport* Bdltor
be called to the attention of the electricity bill materially, by workShirley Cave, '32
Emily Post should be distributed authorities without fail.
Parker Mann, '32
The sug- ing, on the relay plan.
(Tel. 3207)
(Tel. 763)
among
the
dormitories
and
fraterWomen's Atheletics
gestions given below are merely inAnother appalling waste of energy
Intercollegiate Editor
One never comes to the end of the trail but what he pauses a nities.
Alihea Howe, '32
tended io show a glimpse of the vast is found in Xo. 14 Hathorn Hall. In
Mary Hoag, '32
moment
and
meditates
upon
the
dangers
and
pleasures
of
the
way
EDITORIAL STATF
possibilities in this field of economy conducting his math classes, Percy
Sodium
rhordonite
has
been if th2 energy could be utilized to breaks on the average of 3 pieces of
Samuel Scolnik, '33
he has come. And so now we also pause at the journey's end to
Frank Bjrron, '33
Margaret Bateman, '32
Dorothy
Slnp'.es,
'33
found
to
be
effective
in
sobering
up
Roger
DCTby.
'33
Muriel liliss, '32
look back, to regret some things and to feel a sense of satisfaction
realise financial returns.
chalk per pe>riod or over 4 boxes of
" Elinor Williams, '33
Mildred Hollywood, '38
Testa Brown, ' 32
those who are in a pie-eyed 6tate
Kenneth Wood, '33
How many of the education sharks 144 pie-ces each, per semester. If the
Aimee Irish, '33
for
others.
Aujrusttt Cohen, 82
due to drinking. This was discover- r?alize that Mac makes an average em rgy expended in the 576 strokes
M.irjorie Bennett, '34
Lucille Jack, '33
Bertha W. Crilcholl, '32
Our journey has been a stormy one, and if we could have felt ed by Cornell chemists.
Nancy Crockett. '34
Florence James, '33
Parker J. Dexter, '32
of 25 round trips per period from the r quired to segmentate these sticks
Doris
W.
McAllister,
'34
Thelma
Kittredge.
'33
the fulfillment of our duty to this office in any other way, we would
Robert Manaon, '32
radiator to the blackboard and rePrank Murray. '34
Clive Knowing, '33
Rosamond Nichols, '32
There have been a lot of news-' turn, a distance of 18 feet? With 12 of chalk were to be devoted to spadThomas Musgrave, '34
have been tlie first to wish it otherwise than stormy. But we have
Dorothy O'Hara. '33
up the campus gardens, the adElizabeth Seigel, '32
paper articles written about married periods a week, for 34 weeks, we ing
Albert Oliver. '34
Dawn Orcutt '33
Randolph Weallu rhee. '32
ministration could dispense with one
i'.'lt it incumbent upon us "to awaken a thought or two if we could students doing better work.
Theodore Seamon, '34
Alice l'urineton. '33
The have a total of 36 miles traveled, or of th,» gardeners and add his wages
Helen Ashe, '33
Margaret Ranlett, '33
in cur humble manner, and to do this we needed to hazard contrary Walrus Column of the B. U. News
Rath Benham, '33
the distance from here to Portland. to the fund.
MANAGING DEPARTMENT
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
doubts this because "bow much If he should do all this walking at
Vincent Belleau, '33 winds.
Pa Gould could also be of assistA. J. Latham, Jr., '33
Nathan Milhury, 'Z4
It has been our policy to hit hard those issues where there was studying can any man do when he on? time he could contribute the ance in this campaign, for if all the
Edward Wilmol. '33
John Hanley, '31
has
10
keep
muttering
over
and
over
:
Harold E. Smith, '34
Isidore Arik '34 no immediate possibility of bringing about a change, hoping by a to himself during lecture, "Stop at price of a ticket on the Interurban "er-r's" (a conservative estimate is
Charles Whipple, '34
James Balauo, '34 strong remark to awaken a strong reaction;
with which ho inhoping in attacking Hie delicatessen. Stop at the deli- to the college fund. Look at it 25 per period)
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r, nother way. In each round trip we
p ' B his remarks could be run
vigorously and asking for an extreme, to effect only the first step catessen. For the love of mike stop have
Prof. Percy 1>. Wilkins
2700 foot pounds of work done. together, he could double for the
toward the goal we thought of.
Accomplishment of this sort is at the delicatessen."
In a week, this mounts up to S10.- Hi■tro-Goldwyn-Mayer lion
in the
Subscription. $3.00 per year in advance.
Single Copies. Ten Cents.
000 foot pounds, or if done simul- talkies and contribute hie salary to
Written Notice of change of address should be in the hands of the Business Manager hard to measure, but to quiet a persistent wishing in ourselves, we
Here are some suggested methods taneously, over 1400 HP.
In bow- the now rapidly increasing fund.
one week before the issue in which the change is to occur.
...
...
like to think that our efforts have not been without some slight at- of shaking your professor's "polishThe Editor is responsible for the editorial column and the general policy of the
many ways could this be utilized!
The^e are enough examples, we
tainment.
paper and the Managing Editor of r.tl the articles in the Newe Columns.
ing apples" as the process is called Think of the railroad1 ties it could
believe, to point out the vast poesiMember of New England lntvrcoliugtate Newspaper Association.
at Syracuse. Laugh at all the profess- ranB KW,t to tns tOD 01
If
the
thoughts
we
have
advanced
are
at
all
worth
while,
it
is
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And yet it is not for these things, which we do not care to enu- point.
conditions. The Tea Dance,
which
mi rate, that we would wish to be remembered. For in all humility.
X was an inovation this year, was a
A Word Of Farewell
A
professor
at
Berlin
University
we do claim authorship to a few specific accomplishments. In order
:•: good chance for checking up or
took a taste out of a 8S0 year bottle
x
Ing how to act at a tea. Chase
Because the college year has always had a disconcerting habit that those, to whom our more radical expressions are foremost in of wine discovered by a Russian ex- X
X
X
^
.^
-^.
T,
-TT,
„X Hall open to men and women would
of speeding by al a breathless rate we Senior women find thai our memory, may not think of those alone, we would like to enumerate pedition. He reported that it was no
X bring the
student body
together
:•: I more. The presence of the opposite
final year is iill loo soon completed. Although, many ideas which issues in which we took the first hand, and which, through the co- good, having "lost its alcohol, its
bouquet
and
the
ethereal
fruit
eshave been secretly cherished have never even been developed from operation and kindness of other campus organizations involved,
X
No letter, whatsoever. wiU be :: sex seems to bring
out the finer
sences."
X printed in this column unless signed
the cocoon state, some theories have been successfully put into prac- have been enacted.
::| qualities.
X by the name of the author.
We are here primarily for a book
If we might, we would place first the stabilizing of The StuStudents who transfer to the Uni- xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ; < (ltuation. but who wants an untice.
dent's finances; the establishment of a strong business department versity ol' Southern California and
Student Government has worked for a higher type ol sell
Pepys Speaks for Himself
|cultured yet educated being around?
eminent and has achieved jrreater independence for the Bates wo- with adequate records; the choice of new printer which will possi- find no local chapter of their fra- 'I'd the Editor of the Stu ';
Ill-breeding is excused as eccentricternity there, enter into a group
ity in a genius, but this Is not the
Sir:
men. \V. A. A. lias evolved the Garnet and Black system which bly allow next year's administration to reduce the subscription rate. called "The Stray Greeks".
Havi j;;-; :i!::-i. .1 reading y mr in-i> with the average person.
fosters the ideal of "play for play's sake", and not individual com- or else apply the surplus to a fund for printing The Garnet; the inThe chief forms of social funci rittOTial in thf
Have courage theses-writing his- vpry humor::
petition for personal glory. The V. \V. ('. A., in addition to success- creased size and circulation of the paper; shortened time between
iiiinn labeled "Pepys Though ■',■,- tions on our campus are the Chase
tory
.
majors
who
are
striving
for
(leadline
and
the
time
the
paper
goes
to
press;
increased
scope
in
fully executing the customary religious and social program, is ready
Hall dances and the formats.
Undecent sentence structure!
Carl K j ho! ". I: inten i. .1 me for I be ion unately everyone cannot attend
to attempt an informal gathering of the women after dinner in news and feature story writing: the establishment of new contacts Sandburg, who has written a bio- simple reason that i naive wx
Rand Reception Hall. These after dinner coffees ought to be for in Lewistou which have increased the college's prestige with people graphy of Lincoln which is now many of the columns appearing the latter, but more tea dances and
other social affairs would help refamous, confessed that he doesn't ur.d-'r that head. A- i finished read- mind us that we cannot afford to
Bates women, at least, an opportunity to glean some of that social heretofore comparative strangers to the college.
ing that editorial—which bubbled
know
the
difference
between
a
noun
We
have
tried
to
make
the
paper
more
cosmopolitan;
to
broadpoise and ease in which the institution is said to be sadly tacking.
and simmered with in .'.iaince—I become careless in our manners and
and a verb.
Only the perspective of time will enable us to truly evaluate en it beyond the limits of campus, and to make it a more vital force
i lied for the dictionary to look appearance, just because we are in
college.
what has been accomplished this year through the endeavors of all on the campus. We have tried to increase the number of special is"Rumble seat colds" are blamed up the exact definition of the word
The men are at a loss because
of Kansas au- "Hypocrite". Have you a dictionary? they have no reception
sues and to make them more appealing to readers of news, features. by the University
the women.
rooms in
You -ay that "tin Kditor of a Colthorities for the epidemic of red,
We sincerely hope that you, our successors, may enjoy that criticism and opinion.
to entertain. Chase Hail
completely at which
running noses which have
been lege paper ia not
turned over to student social funcThe Student conceived and pressed the idea of a General Col- prevalent on that
same spirit of comradeship and cooperation in your efforts to conticampus.
The liberty to snpprees features which tions of mixed groups might serve
lege Election; it has for two years consistently demanded and shown students have been warned by the are demanded by hi; readers." This as
nue and improve the status of our Alma Mater.
a
development in the art of etiagainst any - c, iv, verv wrong. The Kditor of a.; f
D. G. F.
the cause for reform in Freshman Initiation and The Garnet Key. university physician
paper
has
full
power
to
determine'
l»e»c.
and would be a step toward
intersexual
osculaThrough the efforts of The Student in agreement with the faculty, "promiscuous
what BhaU or shall not appear in his improvement.
tion".
Words Of Passage
permission was secured for Sunday skating. The Student sponsored
paper. You did not have to print the
Respectfully,
the All-Club Congress for club reform, and although the radical proCHARLES WHIPPLE.
"Road" scholarships
are now material I parsed on to you. ThK
OUR EDITORIAL ON PEPYS last week was not intended to
column was r-tarte.l a; your reqo :,
advocated for hitch-hikers.
gram
proposed
by
The
Student
(which
itself
in
editorial
expression
carry censure for the one who wrote the column so much as to regrel
;u:i you asked me tor the material
Ki'csluiutn Dormitory
the literary tastes on campus whose hunger invoked such a column. held little hope for its adoption) was generally rejected, the conThe University of Kansas publish- more than ouce alt- sward. At no
gress
has
made
progress.
Finally.
The
Student
undertook
the
initi.me
did
you
,.
u:
'.
u
j:
was
unTo
the
Editor
of The Student,
It must be remembered that the editor, and not the author, has been
es a Black List of professors who
jfactory. Probably because you Sir:
entirely responsible for every word appearing in Pepys through the tiative and the management of radio-broadcasting by the Bates mu- keep their classes after the bell knew
you could cut any "off u v
In my humble opinion there exists
rings. Many upperclassmen here
sic clubs, with resulting increase in prestige for the college.
Keyhole. The author of the column contributed to the editor what
know who would qualifv to lead our matter. Why. then, Ltdn't you "cut" <ui campus a dangerous enemy to
True,
we
have
tried
many
other
things
and
failed,
and
for
those
Was asked for by a certain element in the reading public, and it is
more of the column, if it was so the democratic spirit of the student
list.
"offensive"? Few persons,
to my body, and the orientation of the
largely against these demands that our words of last week are we ask only tolerance. Because there are so many things unfinished,
In order to fulfill the entrance knowledge, were hurt by the con- l: hmen. I refer to the policy of
directed. For insofar as the columnist of Pepys fulfilled a legitimate it is with regret that we lay aside the editorial pen. expressing in
these final words our gratitude to all those who have worked with requirement at El Azhar University tents of thie column. Furthermore, keeping John Bertram Hall aa a
journalistic duty, we are openly grateful to him.
mere individuals were> complimented. freshman dormitory.
us, to the administration; and expressing the editor's personal grat- in Cairo, Egypt it is necessary to
Dally, than were hurt uninAdmittedly
ithere are
certain
OUR FELICITATIONS GO to the debating squad and its coach itude to his staff, especially to Mr. Dustin and Mr. l.aBoyteaux, repeat from memory the Koran. In
tentionally. These staitem ots were qu tionable advantages in the freshThis is a three day recitation.
whose combined efforts this year have won every decision debate
whose persistent work, done unobtrusively and
(piietly, but alnot of such a nature that defense unen meeting college problems for
participated in this year. In the Maritime Provinces a Bates team
the first time to-gether. but the disways accurately and efficiently, has made possible, has been one
A student at a certain eastern against them i.; rx a BUT,
successively defeated .Mount Allison University, Dalhousie UniversiSuch parts of the column as were 8 Ivantagea are many, la ithe flrstcollege, who had droused through
o!' the greatest factors in the publication of this paper.
ni
'
original
were
bak
n
from
re. ' man likely to add as much to
the course, passed in a notebook
ty, University of Kings College, and University of New Brunswick.
that he had purchased from a stu- putable College publications to whi h the community aa if he were among
Bates lost only two judges' votes in a series of victories against Eastdent in a previous class. The pro- the term "stench-liUed off-shoots of more mature student*? Obviously
em Intercollegiate Debate League members to win the Eastern title
fessor who had graduated from this journalism" cou.ld not be applied by not.
It's
yours,
Clive,
to
do
with
as
you
see
best.
In
handing
the
for the second time in three years. Teams defeated were: Smith ColIn the first place he knows Uttls
institution a few years before, wrote a fair-minded critic.
These "cheap insinuations" you or nothing of the traditions. These
lege, Brown University, Amhersl College, Mt. Holyoke College, La- scroll and pen to you 1 can only say that you will find some of the this comment on the notebook,
most
illuminating,
troubling,
and
joVous
experiences
that
a
college
refer
to.
With
one
exception,
every
are
often discounted, but greater
"It's
a
good
book,
but
I
can
do
betfayette College, and Yale University. No-decision debates were
ter now."
word printed in the column, with respect for college is gained through
participated in with
Vermont University, English Universities, campus can hold in your tenure of this office.
. f< ,i nee to students or faculty, wan tn r'jr di-semination
I might tell you now that if you are open in your expressions
Springfield College, Rollins College, Tufts College, Boston College,
The opposite of setting-up exer- based on fact. And these "insinuSecondly, a mature influence is
ations" had no Immoral significance an aid. Who can deny that a third
New York University, University of Maine. The women have won there will be a few peevish, petulant alumni and trustees who will cises is skating.
to the majority of the readens. It fc9 year man has better judgement than
The Vermont Cynic.
all their debates thus far. including University of Maine. Keuka Col- not themselves have the courage to openly confront you. but will
only natural that one find "hellfiie a young fellow just out of high
write letters and spume denunciation to those who might hold some
lege. Elmira College, and Temple University.
The dean of the college of Fine and brimstone" puritanh ale at any school. The transition from secondary
poWer of persuasion over you. I might say, too, that most of the
PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS: The Easter Becess will be an
Arts of Syracuse University
calls ■-chool. These few, through their own schools to college is a considerable
"emasculative, evil minds, might have been off.nl- one,
opportune time for those students interested in the future welfare alumni are kind, and that you will find some of your happiest mo- all male crooners,
and
disillusionment*
are
!. All I can say to this is. it is frequent and inevitable. Restlessness
efforts
of Bates to present again to prospective students what she has to ments in hearing from them; that the administration, the students, effeminate whinners whose
about
time
someone
did
offend
tham.
cannot
be
labeled
singing".
and
lack
of
mature
restraint
often
offer. Two points to consider in this matter are: Is the type of your,!: and the faculty, with hut few exceptions, will at least grant you
To sum this up. my grievance is
Senior co-eds at Purdue Universthe freshman to create certain
man and woman ] have in mind desirable for Bates.' and. Is Bates respect and kindness, if you are sincere. It seems to me that the ity are allowed to attend a series of Jus! that, instead of refusing my temptations often outside college
people near you. especially the younger ones, can discriminate weekly lectures on the topic "Prep- material, you accepted it: then after j limits. Why not trust the superior
the type of college which can do most for this young man or woman?
between an attack on principles, to which we have tried to limit our- aration for Marriage and Success- publishing it, you let loose a v rfc ihle judgment of upperclas'.;men? There
Procedure on these lines will insure honesty to both college and prosselves, and an attack on personalities, which we have tried to shun. ful Home Building". It is reported harangue. Ie that the human thing are some whose influence may be
oective student.
deterrent, but any attempt to curb
We hope earnestly that you will continue the fight we have that fewer cuts are taken in this to do?
Youns sincerely.
course than in any other.
THE OUTING CLUB AND CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS could
the tendency of the freshman to betried to make for increased liberality, without increased prodigality
MAXFIKLD GORDON '32. come "hard" is praiseworthy.
Operate in the Fall to substitute a pleasurable and worthwhile at Bates.
"This is to tell
Thirdly, hi, interest in activities
lition for freshman initiation. The Christian Associations by
About the dumb-bell
Those of us who step aside, half with reluctance and half with
other than sports primarily will be
s 0l
Culture in Education
. ls and its annual Class Ride, and the Outing Club by institu- eagerness, shall be watching you and your assistants, covetous for a
Who came into the library
quickened.
n
To the Editor of the Student:
To get a book about baseball
J» ceremonial for an All-College picnic to be held earlier than duty we have done our best to fulfill; glad for the respite which
Furthermore, at the present time
Sir.
Mlal
And who went away
"
.uild do much to satisfy those who would like to see the fresh- comes to us now.
Mr. Thomas' excellent editorial of!"1.6, elections are controlled by the
With
the
second
volume
men
""-oriueed with glamor and ceremony.
last wee* Should make every Bates *''/,'' aorm1;tor-v'
and
many
Of the encyclopedia
competent men who have been in the
student stop and think.
"]« BOTH MAJOR POLITICAL PARTIES poised to solicit
Because it was marked
other
halls
arc
not
cons'dared
He suggests that there seeni3 to
On the back
and PXl'(] millions of dollars in propaganda and lobbyThe outstanding evil, however, ii
be a complaint "when he comes to
ATA-BOY"
ing, we w,,]er why that money could not be used instead to
I.
By Egra Pound
the cultural" aspect",
and well he the tendency toward cliques.
Massachusetts Library
relieve
ie sory ami poverty of social classes, and allow natural,
might bring the point out.
"Un- year there were two major camps
Club Bulletin.
cultured" could more aptly be term- a r.d the elections folio wed that plan.'
unstnnulated ^tical interest to take its uncorrupted course for
For God, our God, is a gallant foe
once.
Another advantage to result from i ed "crude". The cultural courses are Even tins year to illustrate the holdThat playeth behind the veil.
the depression has been solved by generally shunned, and those who over from year to year owe of these
NO MATT1-, QF WHAT POLITICAL affiliation a person may
the head of the Biology Department do elect them are criticized. In ad- camps exer.ci.sed its influence
be. he could not. ut hold admiration for the vigorous, outspoken
I have loved my God as a child at heart
'' meeting of the sophoat Princeton. He claims that the dition to this aspect of intellectual
had
That seeketh deep bosoms for rest,
strongest will survive the depression culture we need to look into an- ', el1 6 -^ after nominations
.platform of Paul
Thurston of Bethel, Democratic gubernatorial
Q - d-d upon, and- added at
and thus the human race will be other equally essential form of eul- , 3 0
I have loved my God as maid to man—
candidate. While n
ofh(,1. l.atldili;lt(.s show th|1 llsllal campaign
of i:te
I'™
'™
ture.
11.™^
"* °i _.»s number to the prestrengthened.
But lo, this thing is best:
mdefnuteness, Mr. i;u.st„„ natPS 1910 imi,C(,s the Miowing pro_
As we look around us daily we Pf11^ ™*- Thi« exists even though
af r Vf
gressive recommendat,ns.
roup of ill- ; - ; t
ar's occupants are in other
In order to prevent "Red speech- see a far too large group
To love your God as a gallant foe»»
nd slovenly ,la ! •
es" on the campus, "strict super- mannered, unkempt, and
Reduction of lxation by reducing the cost of governthat
plays
behind
the
veil,
In addition the policy :s inconsistvision" of all the departmental as- students. Should not a College;
5S££: e<1',al""!-.,h,tax burden: strengthening the Public
To meet your God as the night winds meet
semblies will be exercised by the community smack of perfection, cut- \ ent with the newly formed attitude
Uiities Commission „ti, it beeomea ful|v equipped to inadministration at the University of ture, and breeding? Being a college] of modifying initiation. How can we
beyond Arcturus' pale.
vestigate rates upopits mv„ mltiative; creation of a
student does not excuse us from , do a good job of making new men
Washington.
conducting ourselves properly, and at home if we put them all alone,
Peoples Counsel' to . tect tlu, consumer's interests beI have played with God for a woman,
"In the old days women students should incite higher standards in us., four hundred yards from the nearest
fore the commission; ab<is)li
of thp hi?,nVilv pork bar_
I have staked with my God for truth,
were an independent, aggressive; If culture is not inherited it should dormitory and close our eyes as they
rel and putting the em,,,,,,, „, „u, higirway department
I have lost to my God as a man, clear-eyed—
type," Dean Emeritus John P. Suth-!be acquired now, for inherited cui-run wild over the town.
upon business basis: prefer,,,,, of Maim> labo,. ,„ ,.oai, aml
His dice be not of ruth.
erland of Boston University declar- j ture gives way to acquired crudeWhile the administration knows
Students who these conditions exii t, may I make a
other construction; improvew ()f tll!> administrative code
ed, "But nowadays they have be- ncss tar too easily.
For I am made as a naked blade,
come womanly, modest,
and sym- retain after the first week any partial list of suggestions to whom
law by extending .t to nth* departments than those to
pathetic.''
manners whatsoever
are termed it may concern:
But hear ye this thing in sooth:
winch it now applies; and dev,
,nt rf Maino-s
icn,.
prudes. A person needs but to look
1. .Give up the exclusive use of
Who loseth to God as man to man
tural. industrial and recreations !-_„».
Let us pray that none of our in- around him at the Dining Halls to John Bertram Hall as a freshman
Shall win at the turn of the game.
nocent freshmen did such things at witness a sight which probably is dormitory.
ON THE FRONT PAGE, THE S?UDENT ■ ,,as compiled and
I have drawn my blade where the lightnings meet
the polls Monday as the 32 mem- not paralleled at any boarding house
printed statistics of the General Colfi^ Elections, which i„ them2. Dastrihuts first year men evenbers of the first year class did at in the city. If they know no better ly among all the dormitories includBut the ending is the same:
selves endorse the efficiency and desira)ilitv of „„. H„u. SV:.tem.
Purdue University. In a class elect- they should be taught. It would be ing John Bertram.
Who loseth to God as the sword-blades lose
"We have the following minor points of twovement to suggest:
ion ISO votes were cast.
! hard under present conditions, but
3. As near as .possible have only
Shall
win
at
the
end
of
the
game.
1. Another set of booths, and better Anting for booths.
mixed company at meals might help one freshman in a room, and always
One of the newest fields of interA visitor to our campus said the with an upperclassman.
A All classes, clubs, and organization, to make nominations
For God, our God, is a gallant foe
collegiate sport Is outboard
races, average student looked like a tramp
4. Impress upon the upperclassat least two weeks, instead of one. before tL,. elections take place*
that playeth behind the veil.
The races will be held at Lake and'the co-eds admit that the males men, especially the Student Council,
more care in nominations; opportunity for turner nominations I
Whom God deigns not to overthrowMKeanatles, N. Y. on June 14. Sixty as a whole are not gentlemen
their obligation to the new men.
the floor.
American colleges will send teams j
It is hard to sav what can b"
hath need of triple mail.
Respectfully submitted.
to the regatta.
done to improve such deplorable
THOMAS MUSGRAVE, '34.
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Ail World Honors Qoethe
Qerman Literary Qenius
Died in March, 100 YearTA^^Began to Writ*
When Young-Versatile Genius-Interested
In Botany and Optics

Swett, Murray,
Music is Feature
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Jones, Presidents of Lenten Service Head Officers of
Upper Classes in Chapel, Sunday Publishing Board
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»1 romineii! among the IA Players and on
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of the French club he li.
B n very
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fitted tor
the
. other off! tare are: riot ,iU Murray; secretary.
Charlotte
Cutts;
an
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Returns for the class
elections
Roger Crafts. '33. of Lewiston. was
By A I. HOWK
By Elsie Siogel
showed close
competition
for the
elected the new president
of the
Ubli shed an
one-hun i *
,
important text on comThis year - marks the
various offices.
In the class of '33
Publishing Association. He won over
t Ve
n,
Aa
a
result
of
the
general
elec°n>holoJry of plants a«d
dredth anniversary of the death of 5 ? J
Robert
Swett of
NfeMon Canter,
George Austin. "33. by the slight
' I had discovered traces
_ of a structure tions, Frances Brackett. vice-pres- M I - ■. .- •
liermany's
greatest
poet, Johanni
• eding Arnold Adams to
margin of twenty five
vivt -.
Mr.
ident
of the hoard tor 1931-32, has the presidency. Helen Ashe of Grove:n
the
human
jaw
bone
which
he
was
,
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Hockey Men Elect
BATES TRACK STARS TO ENTER Frosh Take Inter-Class Meet—
niri"^
Malloy, Carlin Perform Well Joseph Murphy as
PENN DISTANCE MEDLEY RACE
ffft
IRi I l\#Lf & Prospects for 2-Mile Relay Team Dimmed by New Track Prospects Please Coach Thompson— New Ice Captain
ft

« n A

W P4

By PARKER MANN
The most Startling bit of news iu
Darnel sporting
circles for
some
timo was the
discovery that
Osie
Chapman had .sneaked one over on
his many followers by competing in
a V H (' A. meet in Boston,
not
only competing but winning the 600
yd. run.

Sampson Captures High-Scoring- Honors •
—Seniors, Sophomores, Juniors Trail

Eligibility Rule Which Eliminates Cole,
Thompson Plans New Type Team

By THOMAS MUSGRAVE

COIwHertirg that he lapped his field
twice.
He repeated Friday In
the
mile,
when
he led Winston
in 4
minutes 48 eeconda
Saturday
he
took second to .Hal! in the 300 yaTd
dash in 35 3-5 seconds. He defeated
among others Pendleton and Pricher,
who have been the yearlings leading men for that distance.
Sampson High Scorer
Clarence Sampson, a senior, was
the high point scorer although competing only two days. He started liipartieipation when he defeated Jensen and
Hall, both juniors, and
Williams, of the seniors, in the 40
yard dash. Williams and Eaton. '34,
led him in the 4 5 yard high 'hurdles.
He linded another first place in the
broad jump over Jensen and Eaton
with a leap of 20 feet 1 1-4 inches.
He defeated Smith. '34, in the 600
yard run in one minute 23 seconds
to give him a total of three firsts and
a third.
Two Freshmen, Kramer and Bangs
» re one. two in the high jump. The
winning height was 5 feet) six laches.
Kramer was a double winner with a
first also in the shotput.
Sumner Raymond. '34. won the
three quarter mile run
in 3:27 1-",
over Don Smith, also '34.

At a meeting
last week of
the
nine hockey letter men.
Joseph F.
Murphy. '33. of Watertown. Mass..
was elected captain
of
the 19321933 sestet. He will succeed
Ray
McCluskey, '3 2. the veteran
wing.
who will graduate in June.

New Service Planned
For Thursday Evening
A short communion service is to
be held Thursday.
March 2 1.
the
eve of Good Friday, in the
Bates
Chapel. Nine-forty-five has been sel
as the time
for this
candle-light
service in order that those who attend the debate
may have an opportunity to be present. The Council on Religion extends
a cordial
invitation to all students and faculty
members
to
participate
in
this
Lenten service. At this service, an
innovation in the religious
life of
Bates, Dr. Rayborn Zorby will officiate.

relays a little more
than a month
away, the prospects for a two-mile
I
After testing hi* novice trackmen
After
a one year
absence,
a team are dimmed by the four-year
ruling
which
eliminates
Norm
Cole
in
an
inter-clai-s
meet
held
the
last
quartet of Bates fliers will resume
the
eligibility
list.
Coach three days of the past week prime- |
activities at Franklin Field, Phila- from
for non-varsity men,
Coach :
delphia, at the occasion of the an- Thompson has accepted the invita- rily
this year, Thompeon was pleased with the renual Penn
Relay race3,
April 23 tion extended to Bates
MurphVs selection promises to be
The
Freshmen
won
team
but his team will
run in an event sults.
a popular one. for he
has already
and 30.
honors
with
62
points,
the
Seniors
The success of past Garnet relay'. known as the Distance Medley Race.
established himself
in Bates athleOne of the most surprised
reciwith
3
6
were
second,
the
Sophoteams at these early spring games This race calls for the lead-off man
tics. Last fall as end on the football
Have you thought of making
pients
Of ibis
news
was
Coach
to run a 440, the second man a half- more-; had 16 for third place, and
beam he was
an All-Maine choice.
Thompson, who
received
a letter is well known, being all the more mile, the third to run three quarters the Juniors were two points behind
significant when
comparisons
are
During
the
recent
hockey
season
at
from Osie about two weeks ago, in
made in the enrollment of the com- of a mile, with the anchor man com- in fourth position.
center toe his poke-checking
made
which the latter was emphatic
in
Miilloy Wins Mile ami Two-Mile
This type of
peting institutions.
In 1928,
the pleting the full mile.
YOUR LIFE WORK?
him, respected by all the other series
r. it. rating his decision to give up
race
was
instituted
in
the
Penn
ReThe
work
of
Al
Carlin
and
Don
first year that Coach Thompson asteams. He is also a an lidete tor an
track work definitely.
lays
In
1915,
when
a
team
from
Malloy,
two
freshmen,
stood
out.
sumed his present duties, a team
outfield position
on the
baseball
THE Harvard University Dental
composed of Paul Chesley, Herman Yale negotiated the distance in 10 Carlin ha- improved rapidly, and his
squad.
Until word la received from Osie.
School offers an unsurpassed
minutes
and
twenty
seconds,
a
time
showing
1
aiS't.
week
of
38.2
feet
with
Wardwell, Royal Adams
and Maxthere will be all kinds of guesses as
course in this field* of health
the 3 5 lb weight is encouraging to
At Watertown tlligh Murphy playwell A. H.
Wakely raced
over a which has not been equalled since.
to what bis plans really are. There
As far as it is known, this Will be'the coach. Malloy. who has won hiiservice, with emphasis on meded football, and later at Huntingmuddy course in a driving rain tot
is still the possibility that Olympic
ton School, be participated in three
ical correlations. A "Class A '
In the first team that Bates has enter- numerals both in cross-country and
try-outs are his objective, and that win the two-mile relay crown
ed in this particular
event.
This; track, is the Wilton
Aca'demy boy
sports, football, baseball, and track.
the
time
of
8.19
3-5.
school. Write for catalog.
he has taken the Initial
step in a
race
was
won
by
Pennsylvania
last
who
won
both
the
half
and
one
mile
As a three hundred yarder he won
When the spring of 1929 rolled
L*roy M. S. Minw. O.M.D.. M.D.. De»n.
1
long period of training.
year
in
10.25
'4-10,
but
Coach
Beet
place
at
the
Bowdoin
intertitles in State-wide
class B comaround. Bates'
hopes
of a repeat
Dept. 17 . 188 LrniawfKd Avt.. Coitin. Mais.
Thompson
feels
that
he
could
enpetition
on
Oareelon
Field
teat
scholastics
before
enrolling
at
Bates.
victory were high.
Osie Chapman
On the other hand. Osie may have
ter
a
four-man
combination
which'
spring.
He
is
'the
young
fellow
who
He was also captain of baseball.
and Wally Viles had come up from
consented to run only In the interranks
to take
the would be about three seconds faster 0n a terrific sprint overhauled HarWe can show you a varicU selection of
ests or the Providence Y for
this the freshman
than
last
year's
winning
team.
The
ry
Booth
of
Maine
in
the
recent
one meet, sine- the element of time places of Wardwell and Wakely. A; leading
Good
Clothing
quarter-milers
for
this
Balt^-Miiinc
meet
only'to
lo&e
as
be
large delegation from the student
was an important factor in his prePRIZE CUPS
Good Furnishing
body accompanied
this team
to quartet are Hall and Sampson and miscalculated the laps. Last Thursvious decision.
POPULAR PRICKS
of day he won the two mile easily over
Philadelphia. Lady Luck was frown- possibly Lary. Arn Adams will
FOUNTAIN PENS
for the half- his teammate Bd Winston. His time,
how-j course be the choice
Then, too. if Osie were starting ing on little Bates that day.
mile
distance.
The
three-quarters
10 minutes 16 3-10 seconds, is good
of all standard mates
to train In earnest,
his first
step ever, as Paul Chesley, running In I race will probably be the most dif27 LISBON STREET
would more likely he an attempt at second position, got in a jam on one j
of the turns and had the misfortune
fiC t
e
ti m e l0 m a i
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS
the
longer
stretch,
with
such
y
speed-work as a 600
would
give to drop the baton.
in
here,
but
he
will
have
plenty
of
Chesley and Adams
were gradcoming at a much later time on the
LADIES'
and Ray-'
uated in June
of that year,
and opposition from Smith
program.
who
have
Continued from page One
again Coach Thompson had to find mond, two sophomores
LEATHER HANDBAGS
shown great promise thus far. The
ford were elected Senior representaBui to return to the first thought, two replacements. Norm Cole, the i position of anchor-man will be very
tives and Edwar 1 Tirney of Brookif Oaie lias changed his mind,
he now veteran relay man of the pre-, capably filled by Russ Jellison who
LEATHER BILLFOLDS
lyn. N. V.. and Leno Lenzi of North
and Rags Lind,
has selected,
according
to Coach sent senior class,
The Athletic Council at Bates is
how fast he
G<-o E. Schnii.H
44 Bates St
selected
to' has yet to show just
Thompson, about the right time to '30, were ultimately
nindo up of four alumni
mombenBOOK ENDS
Running jn the can trot the mile.
start conditioning, as there still re- fill the positions.
members of the student
Little is known of the other en- and five
main almost three months
before order of Cole, Lind, Viles and Chap- tries in this Distance Medley, but body. Of the student members, three
CLOCKS
breezed
home'
Lewiston—Bumfurd—Farmingtoo
any selections for the United States man, this quartet
that New York are chosen from the in-coming Senior
with the prize in the fine time of it is fairly certain
.v I.ewiMon—
team will be made.
Pennsylvania
will daaa and two from the
in-coming
T48 AM. 12.81 P.M. 4.25 P.M.
7.52 7-10.
| University and
l.v Kumford—
representaenter their crack relay teams. At Junior Claes. The new
The four year ruling of the NaOsie will not be faced by a season
T88 A.M., 12.25 P.M., 4.15 P.M.
Association the A. A. U. meet last year, a Bates tives of the Class of 1933 will be
l.v Knrmintftnn—
of strenuous
outdoor competition tional Track and Field
medley team forced Perin to set up Arnold Adams of Worcester. Mass.,
meant
the
ineligibility
of
Viles
and
7 3(1 AM. 12-20 P.M.. 410 P.M.
which present
college
track
and
a new record of 7.30 2-5 for
the Herbert Berry of Watertown. Mass.,
STANDARD TIME
field stars must go through, and a Chapman last spring, and as a re- one and seven-eighth miles. At the an 1 Russell Jellison of Everett. Mass..
j£
■ ■ as
process of slow and gradual regain- sult, the invitation to compete again same meet this winter,
C O M P A N y
the
relay From the Class of 1934 were chosen
ing
of past
speed
and strength was declined. The times set by this teams of both N. Y. U. and
Perin Jsre Moynihan of Portland. Maine,
team,
with
Arn
Adams
replacing
would undoubtedly place him in top
of Wickford,
Lind, compared favorably with the broke this record, so some idea may and Alden Gardiner
form the last of June.
64 Saballus Street
Arnold
Adams
polled
the
Ls^f7 be gained as to the speed of these R. I.
best in the country.
largest vote of (be Senior group, and
w
CITIES aBBVlOE GASOLINE
And now, with the date for the two leading contenders.
His race last Saturday gives only
thus he will also act as President of
and LOBRlOATUra OILS
a very negligible basis for opinion
WW Ba.
the Athletic Association. The Alumni
WASHING iind GRKA.SINQ
as to his
present
ability,
as the
members will
be the same ,;; tea)
Huntington indoor track
is about
Lew'-ston. Maine
Nearest
GnHolinc StaTion
to College
year, na.mely. Dr. Ernest V. Call. Mr.
sixteen laps
to the mile,
and as
James H. Carroll, Dr. W- W. Bolster,
spikes are barred, all running must
*■
and Mr. Fred "H. Lancaster. The rehe done iu rubber-soled shoes.
tiring members from the crabs
of
1932
are Ray McCluskey.
Calvin
If Osie has decided to make a try
Chamberliii, and Clinton Dill.
In the General Election the followafter all. the
interest of
Alumni
mi
mum 11
Herbert Ii rry getting the m lond
and students will quite naturally be ing men were elected as officers of
highest
hfoto
will
also
ajpt
as
ViceArnold Adams
directed toward his efforts. But if the Varsity Club: Herbert Berry '33
president-, and Jere Moynihan will be
he has given up the idea, perhaps jt Watertown, Mass.. was chosen as
the
Sophomore
Plymouth.
Maes.,
Secretary
of
the
Athletic
Association,
he will forgive what has been writ- president; Ralph .McCluskey '33 of
since he received the most votes for memb ••:•-.
beat
out Robert
ten thus far as only evidence of the Houltoii. Maine,
The retiring
board
of Student
President
Cray's
announcement Junior member.
fad that whatever he does.
Bates Swett '33 of Newton Center. Mass.,
Council is composed
of
Randolph
people are following his
activities by one vote for the office of vice-'that the Garnets had defeated the
Woatherbee, '32. president;
Ralph
James demons
'33 of ] Blacks by a score of 15-5, and the
closely and are willing to
support president;
McCluskey, '3 2, vice-president; RoMachlas, Maine was elected treasiw- j presentation of numerals, sweaters,
him at any time.
bert Swett. '3:'.. ,-•- irvary-treasurer:
•r with the position of secretary go-! and a loving cup to the lucky girls
Clinton Dill. ':!-.
Ralph Long. '32,
Wally Viles is evidently
just as iiig to John Lary '33 of West Med- ■ who had earned the awards, brought
i Arnold A "am.-. '33. James BaJano,
the
much of a hero lo his present as- ford. Mass, These new officers will to a close, Thursday evening,
AUBURN. MAINE
■ '31. John Cooper, '31, and
Edward
62 COTJET STREET
sociate
as he was
to his fellow- not take office officially until next gymnasium demonstration, present: Tierney, '35.
Ray ed annually since 1890 as part of
students. We cannot
help wonder- fall. The retiring officers aj-e:
:o:
ing just how much faster he could McCluskey '32 of Houlton. Maine. the program of the Women's Phyhave run that
1000 with
spiked president; Clinton Dill '32. Houlton. sical Education Department.
The
program.
commencing
at
Maine .secretary; Clifton Jacobs '3 2,
shoes on a cinder track.
of Auburn,
Maine,
vice-president; 7:31) P. If. in the Rand Gymnasium,
Activities at the indoor cage are Willis Furtwengler "3 2 of Waterbury. began with apparatus work performed by the Sophomores which includon the wane. The novice meet last Conn., treasurer.
The new president, Herbert Berry ed some difficult stunts well-executSaturday brought an end to the ingroup
of
Freshmen
door track activities, and if the de- '33. is popular on campus and has ed. A large
AUGUSTA
LEWISTON
lights of a Maine winter decide to been an outstanding athlete through- girls, attractive in light blue bloomThe
incoming
and
outgoing
memers
and
white
middy-blouses
preout
his
college
career.
Last
year
he
depart, the baseball men have only
beP3 of 'lit1 Woin n's Student Governone more session scheduled
to bo was a member of the Garnet Key. sented two English country dances,
Three Bates track stars
of the ment Board will hold a Banquet toIsrael Winner
Arthur "Gilll" Dumala
which
feature
was
followed
by
a
Since
the
Varsity
Club
i*
made
up
held under the roof.
past few years figured prominently
of those men who have earned a let- period devoted to the exhibition of in the Two-State Y. M. C. A. meet right In the Woman'.; Loc-ker Building. Mrs. Edwin F. Pierce :.; to he
by the girls
Coach Dave Morey is reported as ter in some sport. Mr. Berry is well individual gymnastics
held at Boston last Saturday night the guest of honor, and will speak
the three lower
classes.
The
liiiug homesick for his adopted state qualified to head this club Bince he of
24 Hour Service
For Real Courteous Service
25 Cents Local Rate
as Wally Viles, Osie Chapman and a few words to th > guests. Kate Hall.
next
and is on his way back to Lewiston. won letter* in hockey, baseball, and stunts and tumbling program
Rags Lind all garnered points for :■.< the outgoing President will prepresented
by
the
Junior
girls
was
football.
During
both
of
his
year*
as
to arrive around
the last
of the
their respective organizations.
-LEWISTON MAINEsent the toast to the outgoing Momas interestBates football very amusing as well
month. He will assume active con- a an ember of the
The feature of the meet, won by bers of the Hoard, and the toant to
Berry was
All-State ing, the "crab walk" and the "Es- representatives
trol of his diamond crew directly varsity. Mr.
of the Boston
Y. the incoming members is to be giv in
kimo roll" being among the original
after vacation, with the first game choice.
was the 1000
yard run in
which by Marjorio BrtggS.
methods of
locomotion
exhibited.
of the schedule
coming
011 April
Viles set up a new record
for the
There will be a musical
program
This part of the program was cli- meet, winning in 2 minutes and 2'i
19 with Bowdoin.
maxed by the two group stunts, the seconds. Wally had things all his composed of several ofossica] piano
24
HOUR
SERVICE
tionn by Amy Irish '33 and ;i
Garnet "folding
and
unfolding",
Our
highly-esteemed
editor-inown way throughout the race.
solo by Lucieniie Blanchard '3 4. The
and the Black ".skinning the snake."
chief, in preparation
perhaps
for
Osie Chapman, in a surprise
re- committee for the Banquet la made
The games tournament,
which
his
departure
from
his
present
furnished probably the most excit- turn to the boards, copped the 600 up of Chairman Barbara Stuart '33.
office, took wings from the
HalfMinutes from the Campus
Tel. 1817 W
ing moments of the evening, consist- yard event in 1 minute and 21 sec- Mary Gardner '31, and Grace Page
way House on Mount
Washington
ed of the three relays termed res- onds to give the Providence team '32. They are planning to make the
last Sunday in an
effort to end it
pectively "All Fours Relay,"
Ob- five points. Rags Lind, also compet- affair an Baster Banquet, and are
■II, but did much
better and was
Baster
colors—orchid
and
ject Pass Relay", and
"Pass
and ing in this race, took third. Lind is I'.-irs
corded 13th place in a field
of
running
under the colors
of the yellow—in the decorations
for the
•r.ty-five
contestants
in a
skiThe large number
of people on Stoop Relay".
Brockton
Y.
M.
C.
A.
this
winter.
tabl<
s.
A group of Seniors presented the
lor time.
Tho Moccasin House
campus who have known Mr. Brown
demonsas one of
the genial
Chase Hall concluding events of the
33 SABATTUS STREET
tration, an exhibition ot the games
last echo of the Bates tour- janitors, were sorry
to hear,
the
DEAJ.KR IN Illfill GRADE MOCCASINS,
nan
was
heard at Orono
last
TENNIS SHOES AND RUBBERS
of last week, that
he of paddle tennis, badminton, tether
Satui - when Presque Isle landed latter part
ball, and ring tennis,—sports which
SHOES
HEPAIRKI)
AND RECONDITIONED To LOOK I.IKE NEW
died Thursday at the
home of his
the si
are growing more and more popucrown by defeating Port- daughter on High Street.
land
lar because of their intrinsic inter0. It w-as tho first
time
He was
forced to give
up his
that a t,
possibilities
in developing
winner has not
won duties in Chase Hall six weeks ago est and
Re istered
the title "s
e some time in the an- on account of ill health. In addition skill on the part of the players, and
cient histo''
»
»T
•
V^A-ZA
L1VXV
pure
Drugs and M.:d!clnea
of 1926.
to a general run down condition, he due to the fact that the space necessary for play
and the cost
of
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
developed
ulcers
on
one
of
his
legs
And now
Is the largest professional school in the United
f
us to gt
Also, APOLLO CHOCOLATES
and when gangrene
set in he was equipment is small.
dow„ from ths l
„jve
In
the
absence
of
Emily
Finn.
forced to go to the hospital but even
Stateswhichisdevotedexclusively to trainingmen
Corner
Bates
and
Main Street
LEWISTON. MAINE
to youth. \ In. . *,,,„,.,„ haa ,)een
President of the W. A. A., Rosemary
special care failed to check the inchosen from a
f fifI
randi.
Lambertson,
Senior Representative
to become specialists in accounting and finance.
fection.
dates to carry o '
board, presented
k ot STJ.
Mr. Brown familiarly
known as to the W. A. A.
Completion of the course requires two years.
PBRVISION aft,'^ deparV
spoke
Gosh Whiz
to the students,
was the awards. President Gray
men! and to him . p „ the good
briefly of his interest in and comborn in Wilton.
CGraduates are employed in 29 states and 14 forWishes of the press
mendation for the Physical Educadu
We
Throughout his career as a stu- tion demonstrations, and announcwish also
to
exprt
to
eign countries as office managers, cost accountants,
fnanks
dent
at
Kent's
Hill
and
his
life
in
Thomas Musgrave esp,
for tne
ed the large 15-5
victory
of the
resident auditors, travelling auditors, statisticians,
line work he has done .** ,_, de- Everett. Mass., and Oakland, Me., Garnets, previously the
underdogs
comptrollers, treasurers, branch managers, public
partment, and to cong,
' „,„, he always made much of his avoca- in the
Garnet-Black
competition.
and students
accountants, etc.
on his new position on ti edjtorjai tion as a musician,
Following the usual
custom,
the
have ample proof of this fact when
closed
they remember his pleasure in play- singing of the Alma Mater
CModern business demands the services of men
the evening.
ing the Chase Hall piano.
qualified to do some one thing particularly well.
The
judges
of
the
competition
SPOFPORO CI.IB
Mr. Brown had worked at interCThe man who knows a little about many things
vals at Bates for the last five years were Marjorie Briggs. Gladys GodRosemary
Lambertson,
Tin new officer* of the com-ne(j and his absence will be keenly felt dard, and
in business but not much about any one of them is
all
of
'32.
Kate
Hall
and
Edith
LerSpofford-Alethea,
clubs are:
1
by those
who
frequented
Chase
greatly handicapped when he competes with men
rigo were scorers. Elsie Seigel was
Ident,
Rebecca Cartel1,
Vice-pi
Hall during his presence here.
who are highly skilled in the principles and
head of the Hospitality Committee.
:o:
icit-nt: Thelma Kittredge. Secreta.1
Professor
Walmsley
and
Miss
technic of some one department of business.
PHIL- HELLENIC CLUB
Treasurer; Marjorie Reid. Chairma"
Sanders are the hard and persistent
of the Program Committee, Dorothy
CMen with college experience have particularlyVincent Kirby, '33,
Is the
new workers
to whom credit
for the
LEWISTON MONUMENTAL
Compliments of
Staples.
Much of the work of refavorable prospects in the public accounting pro•resident
of
the
Phil-Hellenic
club,
gym
demonstration
is
due.
WORKS
organizing and giving a good start to tL
» Bates Greek society. Me is to fill
fession as well as in business, provided their
the enlarged and new organization th
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
' position held in 1931-32 by Ruehwill comprise ,the duties of
this
technical training is adequate.
DER DELTSCHE VEREIX
tont>ongj '3 2, and hi* colleague* on
James P. Murphy Co.
group of officer*.
,ne
6 to 10 Bates St., LEWISTON.
fficial staff are Vice-president,
CA catalog will be sent upon request. Please
The retiring officers of Spofford
Der Deutsche Vereln elected Luis
Telephone 4634 R
Sunnr Raymond '34 and Secretarymention your college paper when writing.
Club are President
and Vice-pres- T.reasu
Donald
Bond,
'33,
as
its
president
er- Harry Kemp '33. Kirby is
ident.
Valery
Burati;
Secretaryfor
next
year.
Mr.
Bond
is
also
a
majorinr .jn Greek and Latin and has
Treasurer. Gertrude Diggery.
The Bentley School of Accounting & Finance
been a trominent member
of the member of Cosmos Club, the Y. M.
The retiring officers of Althea are society eiu^ his sophomore year.
C. cabinet, and Delta Phi Alpha. He
7 SABATTUS ST.
FUEL CO.
921 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON (Kenmore 0755)
President Elinor
Williams;
Vicecomes from Bloomeburg. PennsylvaWe Specialize In
president. Dorothy Staples; Secretania.
Other
officers
are:
Herbert
JenH.
C.
BINTLIY,
C.
P.
A.,
Trcudtnt
Bazaar U defined by a freshman
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES
ry-Treasurer. Virginia Moulton; and at Brooklyn :>0lytech as an amateur sen', '33, vice-president; and Marjo1801
Phones
1800
Chairman of the Program Committee, department sU e run at a great loss rie Goodbout, '33, secretary-treasurAgents, Plotlca and Hayden
r
114 Bates Street
67 Elm Street
Helen Hamlin.
to make monej for charity.
LEWISTON
er. ... _
- '- ..
•
11 Roger Williama
AUBURN
By PARKER MANN

a n„ a,^e .ect\U:°S L a r

ma y nt AdamS Polk High Vote

For Athletic CouncilPresident Association

Student Council

DENTISTRY

Haskell & Hopkins

SERVALL
LUNCH

The Blue Line

BARNST0NE-0SG00D

Fred C, MeKenney

Jewelers

WL^M

Berry President Garnet Victors
in Gym Exhibit
of Varsity Club

IflHEr ..}m'./M

Physical Education Department Presents
Fine Program

50 LISBON STREET

THE COLLEGE STORE
ALWAYS WELCOME

Chapman, Viles
Lind Figure in

Two-State Meet student Government
Sponsoring Banquet
Osie Chapman Wins 600
Event in Good Time—
Mrs. Pierce Speaker
Lind is Third

FLANDERS

College Men Appreciate Our Clothes

ROBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds of
Canvas and Rubber Footwear
LEWIS! ON RUBBER COMPANY
INSURED CABS

TAXI CALL 4040 TAXI

UNION SQUARE TAXI CO., 171 Main Street
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing
and Finishing

J. Brown, Janitor
in Chase Hall,
Died Thursday

"THE QUALITY SHOP"
PEOPLES SHOE SHOP

The
BENTLEY SCHOOL

i

RW PT A"RTC

S

Druggist

"A Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Company
Lewiston, Maine

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

J. W. White Co.

GOOGIN

COAL and WOOD

Lewiston Shoe Hospital

